The University of Adelaide acknowledges and thanks those who have donated to our Annual Appeals* between 1 November 2011 - 31 October 2012. We would also like to extend a warm thank you to those who have chosen to remain anonymous.
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Mr David Cooke
Professor Desmond Cooper (dec.)
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Ms Alison Creaser
Mr Adam Crossing
Mr Brian Crowe
Mr Martin & Mrs Jane Crowe
Mr Peter Crush
Mr Stuart Cumpston
Mr Vincenzo & Ms Vivian Curro
Mr Ivan Curtis
Mr Ian Curwen-Walker
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Emeritus Professor John Davies
Mrs Janice Maxine Davis AM
Associate Professor
Margaret Davy AM
Major General Peter Day
Mr Merrowyn Deacon
Emeritus Professor John Davies
Mrs Janice Maxine Davis AM
Associate Professor
Margaret Davy AM
Major General Peter Day
Mrs Merrowyn Deacon
Dr Curtis Deland
Mrs Bice Della-Putta
Dr Barbara Dennis
Dr Christopher Dibden

* The University’s Annual Appeals are: The Barr Smith Library Appeal, Vice-Chancellor’s Scholarships Appeal, The Elder Hall Appeal
The Elder Hall Appeal

$12 million is required to fully restore and transform Elder Hall to its former glory. We aim to memorise your family through a donation to cover the revitalisation of Elder Hall. You can choose to make a donation or annual pledge for three years towards a successful fundraising program.

For further information please contact:

Ms Robyn Brown
Director of Development and Alumni
E heritage@adelaide.edu.au
T +61 (0)8 8313 5800

The Elder Hall Appeal

The smile of this beautiful person appears like a missing tooth in conservation requires keeping up appearances.

Elder Hall remains the centrepiece along the geographic centre of a built environment of historic North Terrace boulevard – it is at the national heritage significance. A £20,000 grant from Sir Thomas Elder was used in our University in 1885 and, only two years later, the first School of Music in Australia was opened and to build, as its home, Elder Hall.

Mr Theo Maras AM
2012 Annual Appeal Donors
thank you for your support

Dr Graham Furnell
Dr Fung Chi-Lam
Dr William Fuller
Mr Grant Frazer
Dr Fung Chi-Lam
Dr Graham Furnell
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MRS MARIAN J HAGAN
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Ms Christine Harwood
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Ms Christine Heard
Dr Robert Hecker AM
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Mr Robert Hetherington
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Miss Alison Holder
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Emeritus Professor Peter Howard
Professor Diana R Howlett
Dr Patrick Hung
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Dr A M Hyslop
Ms Margaret Iles
Ms Maria Impagnatiello
Mr Lester James
Mr Gregory Janzow
Dr Elizabeth Jardine
Emeritus Professor Frank Jarrett
Mrs Alexandra Jarvis
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Dr Michael Jay
Mr Waclaw Jedrzejczak
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Mr Kym Jervois
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Mr Brian Jones OAM
Mr James Judd
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Mr Charles Kale
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Associate Professor David Kirke
Mr Robert Kitto
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Ms Masaite Kotronenberg
Mr Edgar Knuepffer
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Dr Thomas Krassay
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Dr Dorothy Durdin
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Mr Peter Fienieg
Mr Richard & Mrs Margaret Finlay
Dr John Flett AM
Dr Bryan Forbes
Ms Claire Forbes
Mrs Gillian Forwood
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Mr Valdis Francis
Mr Grant Frazer
Dr William Fuller
Dr Fung Chi-Lam
Dr Graham Furnell
$12 million is required to fully restore and transform Elder Hall to its former glory. We aim to raise this amount in the next three years. There is now an opportunity for you and/or your company to support this important project by making a donation or annual pledge for three years towards the revitalisation of Elder Hall. You can choose to memorialise your family through a donation to cover the cost of one of the specific projects within the rebuilding program.

Your contribution will be recognised by future generations when Elder Hall regains its rightful National Heritage significance. Elder Hall remains the centrepiece along the boulevard, North Terrace and to build, as its home, Elder Hall. The first School of Music in Australia was opened in our University in 1885 and, only two years later, the past national heritage@adelaide.edu.au

For further information please contact: Director of Development and Alumni www.alumni.adelaide.edu.au/elderhall
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Elder Hall Appeal

$12 million is required to fully restore and transform Elder Hall to its former glory. We aim to raise this amount in the next three years.

Your contribution will be recognised by future generations when Elder Hall regains its rightful place as one of the state's iconic heritage buildings and performance spaces following its former glory.

For further information please contact:

Ms Robyn Brown
Director of Development and Alumni
E heritage@adelaide.edu.au
T +61 (0)8 8313 5800
www.alumni.adelaide.edu.au/elderhall
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Dr D W Reynolds
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Mr Philip Robins
Emeritus Professor Jill Roe AO
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Dr Dean Rossiter
Mr Peter Routley
Dr Jeffrey Rowe
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Ms Dorothy Sadlon
Mrs Nancy Saint
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Mr Jeffrey & Mrs Nedra Scott
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